
AP RUBRIC ACTIVITY 
In groups of 2 (or 3, if necessary), you will create a lively and thematic rubric that 

demonstrates the qualitative hierarchy of the AP essay evaluation system. 

 

                 

 

Your partnered collaboration will display the entire qualitative AP rubric range of 0 -9.  

For each numeric entry, you must provide a detailed and thoughtful description for why 

that item/individual/ or concept has earned that rank.  <<Remember: just as you will 

earn your final essay score for each type of essay, the items that you select (and the 

specific features that you focus on) will “earn” this rank!>> 

 

STEP ONE - Analyze the AP RUBRIC: 

You will begin by taking the time to thoroughly analyze and understand the “Generic AP Essay 

Rubric” that I have provided for you. You are encouraged to use similar (but not identical) 

language in your themed rubric.   

{Please note: when reading the rubric  always look for the conjunctions!  These will 

indicate instances of accumulation or comparison.  These moments are critical for you to 

truly understand the holistic impact of the evaluation process.} 

 

STEP TWO – Select your original THEME/TOPIC: 

Working with your partner(s), you will select a topic that you have an interest in and you will 

use the selected items (that you rank) to depict this knowledge/experience. Since you are not 

working alone, it is essential that the selected theme is of equal interest to all group members. 

(This is a collaborative endeavor.) Your theme selection must also depict items or concepts that 

can be ranked AND described so that you can explain their qualitative differences.  

Your rubric must also have a clear title so that the audience knows what you are 

ranking. [Ex: the title of “Harry Potter” is not as helpful or specific as: “The Heroism 

Ranking of Rowling’s Wizards” –or- “Coolest Creatures in the Wizarding World” –or- 

“Benefits of being a student at the Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry”] 

Next: BEGIN SELECTING ITEMS FOR THE RANKING: 

 You will also determine 10 individual elements that fall within your theme that you will 

rank, using the 0-9 scale. Please remember, each time you assign a rank #, it must 

accurately correlate to the descriptive qualities from the AP essay rubric. [Example: 

since a “7” is a nice & solidly constructed essay, that has completely addressed the tasks 

in the prompt, I would expect your 7s to represent a very good/noteworthy level of 

quality within your rankings as well.]  



STEP THREE – Customize your CRITERIA: 

Before you can even think about ranking the items that you have selected as worthy of 

immortalizing…  you must first decide what specific criteria you will use to just the relevant 

items by. You & your partner(s) must come up with at least 5 criteria points (with clear & 

agreed-upon operational definitions) that you will use to evaluate the items in your thematic 

category. Your criteria point must be “subjective” (and not date-driven, or objective) so that you 

can fully connect with the gradations between the levels. (I want your opinions to drive the 

rankings, not cold-hard facts!) 

[Ex: if one criteria (for ranking dogs, let’s say) is “Perceived Snuggly-ness” – then you & 

your partners would all have to determine what makes a dog seem “snuggly.” Is it its 

fluffiness? It’s size? It’s reputation for napping? Etc…  You want to make sure that all 

group members are understanding the criteria in the same way.] 

Please be aware that as you begin applying your criteria to the items that you selected for 

ranking, you may very well need to remove/replace items if you discover that they don’t “fit” as 

well as you thought they did. That is just part of the process. And, a great reason why you 

definitely don’t want to put this activity off until the last minute. The evaluation & justification 

process should take up the bulk of your time.  

 

 For the purpose of this activity, you want to select the “strongest” examples that you can 

 for each # on the AP scale! (Insider Secret: That’s exactly what the CollegeBoard does with 

 your essays to create the scale that the readers use for the “calibration” process at the AP 

 Reading each year!!)       …& now you know… 

 

STEP FOUR – Write your JUSTIFICATIONS: 

You will compose thorough and clever explanations for each rubric scale number. Please make 

sure that the criteria that you used to evaluate your items is readily apparent. You may either: 

depict a “key” that lists the criteria you used (and then be a bit more general in your rubric 

response for each level) –OR— you can address your criteria within your qualitative 

descriptions, at each level. [PLEASE strive for clever, specific, entertaining & detailed 

explanations. You want your audience to be both entertained & informed by your descriptions.] 

The more creativity, time, & energy that you put into this step will further enhance your 

original theme & overall design.     

 

STEP FIVE – Assemble your collage: 

Before assembling your collage, I recommend that you & your partners create a “draft” so that 

you can shrewdly determine the best decorative approach to enhance its aesthetic impact upon 

the audience!!  You want to make sure that you have enough space for a clear display of the 

items & descriptions that you are providing – while also providing an engaging and captivating 

“hook” to pull in your audience.  

 I expect it to be: 

 COLORFUL 

 IMAGINATIVE 

 CLEVER 

 DETAILED 

 THOROUGH 

 UNIQUE 

 & hopefully – ENJOYABLE to read!!    



 BEFORE YOU TURN IT IN -- REMEMBER:  

1. You can only link 1 element to each single digit on the rubric.   

2. Your final draft must look polished & decorative. 

3. The themed topic must be concisely identified in the title. 

4. Your descriptions must be typed (for the sake of legibility) but you may have handwritten 

components.  

5. Each level of the rubric should be clearly labeled. 

6. Your use of the AP Rubric must be evident throughout your descriptive justifications. 

7. PLEASE PLEASE use your imagination in all stages of this activity. I want to see your 

personal connection to the AP rubric. 

8. ALL of your work must be original!  {I do not want you to duplicate anything that you 

see/hear from anyone else. I want you to create your own assessment of a topic that is 

meaningful to you.} 

9.  ALL AP rubric posters must be 11” x 17” (minimum) so that there is enough space for your 

explanations & decorative elements. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

HAVE FUN! 

 

                     

 


